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‘Manu Chao? He was a pain in the ass when he was four. And he still is!’  

Gabriel Garcia Marquez 
 

 

‘To distil the nature of Chao's elusive genius requires a bold author and a special kind of book - and 

Peter Culshaw has risen to the task…a compelling story, brilliantly told… By the journey's end, one is 

left with the satisfying conclusion that the fabulous experiences and curious explorations along the 

way have been more important than any imagined or real destination - for author, subject and 

reader alike.’ Nigel Williamson on Clandestino: In Search of Manu Chao in Songlines *****  
 

CLANDESTINO  
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by Peter Culshaw 
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Manu Chao once toured Colombia by train with a circus troupe, 

negotiating with government troops, rebels and 

narcotraficantes, an episode described at the time as ‘less 

rock’n’roll tour – more Napoleon’s retreat from Moscow’. That’s 

how Manu operates – a musician who’s been called the natural 

heir to Joe Strummer and Bob Marley, he does everything 

differently. He’s a multi-million selling artist who prefers sleeping 

on friends’ floors to five-star hotels, an anti-globalisation activist 

who hangs out with prostitute-activists in Madrid and Zapatista 

leader Subcomandante Marcos in Chiapas, a recluse who is at 

home performing in stadiums in front of 100,000 people in Latin 

America.  
 
 

His first solo album, Clandestino is still one of the best-selling French albums ever and his last studio 

album La Radiolina topped the charts in seventeen countries. These days, though, he is just as likely 

to release albums for free on the net such as the one he recorded with the inmates of a mental 

asylum in Argentina. He’s also produced classic albums such as Dimanche à Bamako, with the 

Malian couple Amadou and Mariam.  
 

Clandestino: In Search of Manu Chao has been five years in the writing, as Peter Culshaw followed 

Manu around the world, drinking in bars in Barcelona and New York, invited at a moment’s notice 

to head to a benefit gig at a refugee camp in the Sahara, to Mexico, where gigs were cancelled 

due to drug gang outrages, or to Buenos Aires to join Manu making his record with La Colifata (‘The 

Crazy Ones’). This is the unforgettable story of one of the world’s most elusive and reluctant stars. 
 

‘Wild-ass greatness… In Europe and Latin America, Manu Chao has long been a rock god to rival 

Bob Marley’ Rolling Stone 
 

‘One of the most important musicians in the world’ Chris Blackwell 

 

Peter Culshaw was described by Malcolm McLaren as ‘the Indiana Jones of world 

music’. His assignments for the Observer, Telegraph and BBC Radio have included 

hanging out with Central African pygmies and all points from the Amazon to 

Siberia. He has profiled many of the leading lights in classical, jazz and world music. 

As a musician, he recorded with members of the Buena Vista Social Club in Havana 

and in Mumbai with Bollywood orchestras and superstar Asha Bhosle. He is a 

founding editor of the award-winning website, theartsdesk.com and lives in North 

East London. 
 

Peter Culshaw is available for events and to write features. For further information contact  

Anna-Marie Fitzgerald on 020 7841 6304 or at anna-marie@profilebooks.com.  


